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FOCUS YOUR CAMERAS ON EUROPE

From 9 to 13 May 2022 the secondary school "G.Pascoli" of
Margherita di Savoia , together with the Spanish ,Turkish and
Romanian delegation , took part in the fifth mobility of the Erasmus
project "Focus your cameras on Europe" in Romania, at the
National Colegiul Avram Iancu, dedicated to how the new
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where we stayed at the Premier hotel. The hotel was family run.
We were warmily welcomed and immediately settled into our very
nice rooms. Immediately after we went out around the country
with Simona, a Romanian teacher, who joined us having dinner in



a local restaurant. We decided to go to the Ritual in the city
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...and now let’s give a look at what has been done, seen and
known by all students and teachers...
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presentation we walked back to the hotel where the students met
and spent time with their host families while all the teachers went
to have dinner at a local restaurant , the Ritual
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evocative places
today, Oradea some
in Oradea, the most representative being the Medieval Festival –
when the fortress is brought back to life in a spectacular way.
Once you arrive here, make sure you don't miss visiting the
galleries of MoO – Oradea City Museum.



beautiful city.
architecture of . .
people we met and talked to each other were really welcoming.
For each of us it was like stayng at home. Oradea is one of the
most important economic, social and cultural centers in the
western part of Romania. The city is located in the north-west of
the country, nestled between hills on the Crișana plain, on the
banks of the river Crișul Repede, that divides the city into almost
equal halves. We have discovered a friendly, welcoming, and
vibrant city! Oradea has surprised us with a stunning architectural



ArtNouveau buildings harmoniously displayed across the city,
among secession, baroque and medieval Stelar-bastioned style
monuments. But Oradea is also a blooming city, a place of
wellness and wellbeing, a paradise of thermal waters together
with Felix . And what about the people we met? Courteous,
kind,easy-going. We seemed to have been knowing them since
ever. This has in fact struck us so much. After touring so much we
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engaged in activities in the large hall while the teachers go to the
teacher’s room of the school. Here after having exchanged some
chat , eaten some traditional sweets and drunk Romanian coffee
comes the time when you have to decide for the winning photos of
the contest. Turkey and Spain vote for the Izmir contest. The
contest is won by Lara , a Spanish girl. For the Romanian contest,
Romania and Spain vote for it. Romania votes because doesn’t
take part in that contest. The contest is won by Giulia , the Italian
girl. The day was dedicated to the local culture: visiting the



neighbouring, fair, ethnographic and local history museum, where
the bravest could dress up like traditional Romanian shepherds
and the nature’s beauty in the region: we had a guided tour in the
Bears’ Cave in Beius area. Bears' Cave is located in the western
Apuseni Mountains, on the outskirts of Chișcău village, Bihor
County, northwestern Romania. It was discovered in 1975 by
Speodava, an amateur spelaeologist group. Bears' Cave received
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the plus and minus before wishing each other good night.
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techniques .
students appreciated and focused on these valuable tips in order
to get a good product. In the meantime that the students are
engaged in their work, the teachers went to the teacher’s room to
talk about all the activities to do to conclude the project. Later in
the morning the students were engaged in teams at the quilling
workshop. In fact, before making the product, a Romanian teacher
explained to the students the quilling techniques and showed them
the material that is used and then the final work. She has created



several pictures depicting plants, flowers and other figures. The
guys ,after following her explanation , dived into the work to make
their final product. All the teams delivered the work and the
teacher was delighted to see them so ready and enthusiastic. In
exchange for their picture they received another one as a prize.
Their picture were immediately displayed in the Erasmus corner of
the school. After that , we went back to the hotel to have lunch.
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Day 5 Friday 13-05-2022

In the morning, after having breakfast we all went to school to
start the final activities of the project. The final activities begin. All
students are asked to fill in a questionnaires . After that the
assessment session and the award certification ceremony start.
Actually, before starting the final celebrations , the Romanian
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affectionate words. After lunch we had some free time to rest,do
or go wherever we wanted. Everyone was free until dinner. Te
Italian team had plenty of time to pack bags because after dinner
we had the van that would take us to Timisoara airport. And so we
did. We all had dinner together at the hotel restaurant.
Single-table teachers as well as students. From the first days we
had established a rule: we had to speak exclusively in English
when we are together. At 11p.m.our van arrived. And again all in a
desperate cry. Scene already seen at lunch. Nothing seened to



calm our students. But we had to leave. We left that same evening
while the other delegations the next day since they arrived a day
after us. At the end , after we all said goodbye, we set off for
Timisoara airport. Good luck to all those who partecipated in
“Focus your cameras on Europe” project! We will carry forever in
our hearts this fabulous experience that we have lived to the
fullest....thanks! The experience ended with a warm , colorful and
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Newsletter writer Filippo Antonio La Scala


